2011 Tomato Variety List

**Indeterminate:** Tomato varieties that blossom and set tomatoes progressively, and the harvest last for several months. These varieties are best when staked or caged.

**Determinate:** Tomato varieties that are space-saving or bush type in the garden. Plants blossom and develop tomatoes on the vine at the same time. Tomatoes produced over a 4-6 week period. Best to cage these varieties.

**Abe Lincoln**—(87 Days) Dark red tomatoes, sweet, solid and meaty. Free from cracks. Indeterminate

**Amish Paste**—(74-85 Days) *HEIRLOOM* Produces acorn-shaped deep red tomatoes, 8 oz. with thick flesh, and few seeds. Indeterminate

**Arkansas Traveler**—(80-90 Days) *HEIRLOOM* Smooth rose-colored tomatoes, mild flavor, juicy, heat and humidity tolerant, crack and disease resistant. Indeterminate

**Baby Cakes Hybrid**—(70 Days) A beautiful large red cherry tomato variety with fantastic eating quality. Produces 1.5” tomatoes, deep red, natural salty flavor. Determinate

**Beefmaster Hybrid VFNASt**—(80 Days) Popular hybrid beefsteak type, good disease resistance, solid, meaty tomatoes up to 2 pounds. Resists cracking. Indeterminate.

**Beefy Boy Hybrid VFFTSt**—(70 Days) Meaty, extra-large main-season beefsteak type with great taste. Solid 12-16 ounce deep red tomatoes. Heavy yields. KSU recommended. Indeterminate

**Better Boy Hybrid VFNASt**—(75 Days) Great midseason variety, deep red tomatoes up to one pound. Juicy, yet firm tomatoes. Excellent disease resistance. Indeterminate

**Better Bush VFFNAS**—(68 Days) Compact, short internode growth habit. Four inch tomatoes weighing 8-11 oz. Excellent choice for large containers or the small garden. Indeterminate Short Internode

**Black Krim**—(69 Days) *HEIRLOOM* A most unusual novelty. Tomatoes are a dark deep red (almost a shiny black) with heavy green shoulders. Sweet and tasty. Indeterminate

**Big Beef Hybrid VFFNTAS**—(73 Days) Old fashioned rich flavor with bred-in hybrid qualities of large tomato size and yield, uniformity and good disease resistance. Indeterminate
Brandywine—(90-100 Days) HEIRLOOM An Amish heirloom that dates back to 1885. Plants look like potato vines. Good yields, 1 1/2# light rosy pink tomatoes. Indeterminate

Burpee’s Big Boy Hybrid—(78 Days) Large, crack-free tomato with absolute superb flavor. Bright red firm, meaty tomatoes one pound or more. Indeterminate

Bush Early Girl Hybrid VFFNT—(54 Days) Compact, patio-sized variety; huge yields of firm, meaty, flavorful tomatoes. Determinate

Bush Goliath Hybrid VFN—(68 Days) Perfect for the patio gardeners or those with limited space. Grows 3 ½ ft. tall, producing 3-4” tomatoes that are flavorful, high sugar content. Determinate

Carolina Gold Hybrid VFF—(71 Days) Extra-large yellow-gold tomatoes with deep oblate shape. Kansas State University recommended variety. Vigorous plants. Determinate

Caspian Pink—(80 Days) HEIRLOOM This tomato may have a taste that might be better than Brandywine! Thin, light red skin, juicy, very flavorful. Indeterminate

Celebrity Hybrid VFFNTAST—(70 Days) All America Selections Award winner. Medium-sized, globe-shaped tomatoes are crack resistant, averaging 7 oz. Recommended by KSU. Determinate

Champion Hybrid VFNT—(62 Days) One of the earlies to full-sized tomatoes. Flavorful and prolific producer of 6-8 oz. round tomatoes that are solid, meaty and very sweet. Indeterminate

Cherokee Purple—(80-90 Days) HEIRLOOM Reliable producer of unusual, medium pink-purple tomatoes that appear brown in color. Average 8-12 oz. Flavorful. Indeterminate

Chocolate Cherry—(70 Days) Extremely flavorful, round 1” tomatoes; tomatoes resist cracking and are dark chocolate red in color. Great for salads. Indeterminate

Cupid Hybrid FAST—(66 Days) GRAPE TOMATO A very sweet tasting 1” tomato that resists cracking and holds up well after harvest. Indeterminate

Early Cascade Hybrid VAST—(50 Days) Strong cascading plants produce clusters of smooth, red 4 oz. tomatoes all summer. Fine flavor, easy peeling for canning. Indeterminate

Early Girl Hybrid VFF—(57 Days) Meaty, tasty 4-6 oz. tomatoes that have a firm texture, blemish resistant skin. Heavy yields. Indeterminate

Early Goliath Hybrid VFFNTAST—(58 Days) Tomato with superb size, perfect shape, continuous production, luscious flavor and broad disease resistance. Indeterminate

Fantastic Hybrid VF—(65 Days) Globe-shaped, scarlet red, 3 ½ “ medium-sized tomatoes are almost crack-free. Rich beefsteak flavor, heavy yields, excellent for canning. Indeterminate
Fourth of July—(49 Days) Tasty tomatoes, big enough for slicing, juicy yet firm. Perfect for Summer picnics. Size is 2 ½ “ across. Indeterminate

Fresh Salsa Hybrid—(65-75 Days) Ideal tomato for tasty salsas, bruschettas and light sauces. Chopped into tiny cubes it remains firm and solid. Sweet, plum-shaped tomatoes. Determinate

German’s Johnson—(80 Days)  HEIRLOOM  Large rough tomatoes, averaging 1 ½# with pink skin and yellow shoulders. Very mild, low acid, very meaty, heavy yields. Indeterminate

Giant Belgium—(80 Days)  HEIRLOOM  Huge, sweet tomatoes average one to two pounds. dark pink, low acid, mild flavor, very solid. Solid meat and size means one slice per sandwich! Indeterminate

Goliath Hybrid VFFN ATSt—(65 Days) Smooth bright-red, deep oblate tomatoes averaging 10-15 oz. sweet, luscious flavor, high yields. Indeterminate

Health Kick Hybrid VFFASt—(72 Days) The perfect saladette variety—fine-flavored. Juicy, plum-shaped tomatoes. Has 50% more lycopene content. High yields. Determinate

Husky Cherry Red Hybrid VFA—(65 Days) All season long production of 1” tomatoes with excellent flavor. Perfect for small spaces or large containers. Determinate

Jet Star Hybrid VF—(70 Days) Prolific producer of big, globe-shaped tomatoes. Excellent flavor with low acidity. Recommended by KSU. Very good crack resistance. Indeterminate

Jetsetter Hybrid VFN—(66 Days) A hybrid that supercedes Jetstar. Produces a round red, 8 oz. tomato. Superb disease resistance, sets tomatoes continuously till frost. Recommended by KSU. Indeterminate

Juliet Hybrid—(60 Days) All America Selections winner. Larger, grape-like tomato that doesn’t crack. Produces clusters of sweet-flavored tomatoes. Recommended by KSU. Indeterminate

Lemon Boy Hybrid—(72 Days) Tomatoes are lemon yellow in color, mild-flavored. Large, deep oblate tomato averaging 6-7 oz. Adds inviting color to salads. Indeterminate

Mr. Stripy—(80 Days)  HEIRLOOM  Red and yellow-striped tomatoes that add color to any gourmet salad bar. Large, ridge-shouldered tomatoes are mild-flavored, low in acid. Indeterminate

Mortgage Lifter—(75-85 Days)  HEIRLOOM  Long-time favorite with good yields of very large, smooth pink-skinned tomatoes. Very meaty, mild, sweet flavor, few seeds. Indeterminate

Mountain Fresh Plus Hybrid VFF—(79 Days) Produces medium-large 8-11 oz. tomatoes with superior flavor, resists cracking. KSU recommended variety. Determinate

Mountain Glory VFTWV—(70 Days) Reported by KSU to be one of the “best-tasting” varieties.
Heavy yields of large deep red tomatoes. Very adaptable to most areas. Determinate

**Mountain Spring Hybrid VFF**—(69 Days) Excellent resistance to cracking and Blossom End-Rot. Large, firm 9 oz. tomato, deep globe shape. KSU recommended variety. Determinate

**Park’s Whopper Hybrid VFFNT**—(65 Days) Excellent disease and crack resistance. Nice, smooth 12 ounces or larger tomatoes. Indeterminate

**Park’s Razzleberry Hybrid VFF**—(76 Days) Produces clusters of 6-7 tomatoes that are firm and meaty. Unusual raspberry pink color. Determinate

**Patio Tasty Kabob VF**—(65 Days) Plants only grow about 18" tall and 14" wide, loaded with large, ping pong ball size tomatoes, Great for salads or skewer. Only need 8-10" container. Determinate

**Patio Hybrid VF**—(65 Days) Great for containers or small space gardening. Grows 2 feet tall. Produces bunches of firm, round red 3 oz. tomatoes. Determinate

**Patio Teacup Red VF**—(62 Days) Compact, bushy plant that only grows 6-8" tall. Fits well into an 8" container on the patio. Produces red, large, sweet grape-size tomatoes. Determinate

**Patio Teacup Yellow VF**—(62 Days) Compact, bushy plant that only grows 6-8" tall. Fits well into an 8" container on the patio. Produces yellow, large, sweet grape-size tomatoes. Determinate

**Red Defender TSWV**—(75 Days) Heavy yields of large, uniformly ripe tomatoes; tested by KSU to be one of the “best-tasting” varieties. Great disease resistance. Determinate

**Red Grape**—(60 Days) GRAPE TYPE Small, oval-shaped tomatoes that are firm, meaty, sweet, with few seeds. Produces clusters of 20 or more tomatoes. Indeterminate

**Roma VFA**—(75 Days) Most well-know paste-type tomato, perfect for sauces, pastes and ketchup. Produces red, pear-shaped, meaty tomatoes. Recommended by KSU. Determinate

**Rutgers VFASt**—(75 Days) All-purpose variety, ideal for canning. Attractive, old-time favorite. Full-bodied flavor and disease resistant. Indeterminate

**Sausage**—(75 Days) Unusual shaped tomato 6" long, like huge, red banana peppers. Fine-flavored prolific paste tomato; ideal for sauces. Indeterminate

**Security 28 VFTYLCV**—(70 Days) Reported by KSU to be one of the “best-tasting” varieties. Resistant to Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus. Produces extra-large dark red tomatoes. Determinate

**Siberian**—(57 Days) Tomatoes average 3-5 ounces and are produced in clusters of 30 or more. Bright red tomatoes, sturdy plants. Indeterminate
**Sugary Hybrid**—(80 Days)  All America Selection award winner.  Super-sweet, juicy 2 oz. tomatoes. Oval-shaped, reddish pink, slightly pointed tomatoes.  Sets tomatoes continuously.  Determinate

**Summer Sweet Hybrid FT**—(58 Days)  GRAPE TYPE  Early ripening, delectable sweet, and weigh Weigh 1-2 oz.  Good heat tolerance and crack resistance.  Indeterminate

**Sungold Hybrid**—(58 Days)  Positively luscious, bite-sized golden beauty.  Thin-skinned, extra sweet, very early and a heavy producer.  Recommended by KSU.  Indeterminate

**Sunssugar FT**—(62 Days)  High sugar content, plus Vitamin A.  Vigorous plants produce large quantities of ½ ounce round golden tomatoes.  Indeterminate

**Super Marzano Hybrid VFNTA**—(90 Days)  A giant pear-shaped type, high in pectin, giving sauces and pastes a natural thickness.  Weigh 4 oz. and 5” long.  KSU recommended.  Indeterminate

**Supersonic Hybrid VF**—(75 Days)  Big, red tomatoes with flavor, size and quality.  Firm, meaty, and crack resistant.  High yields.  Indeterminate

**Supersteak Hybrid VFN**—(80 Days)  One of the top-rated beefsteak hybrids.  Extra-large, smooth tomatoes are meaty and juicy.  Indeterminate

**Supersweet 100 Hybrid VF**—(65 Days)  Produces long strands of 100 or more super-sweet cherry tomatoes, weighing 1 oz.  Extra-high in Vit. C.  Recommended by KSU.  Indeterminate

**Sweet Baby Girl Hybrid T**—(65 Days)  The ultimate in a super-sweet cherry tomato!  Long clusters of 1 ounce tomatoes.  Crack resistant, and keep well.  Indeterminate

**Sweet Olive VFN**—(57 Days)  GRAPE TYPE  A wonderful choice for home use in salads, snacking. Recommended by KSU.  Compact growth habit for small gardens.  Determinate

**Sweet Treats FTMV**—(70 Days)  New large, cherry tomato, pink in color with exceptionally good eating quality.  Good balance of sweetness and acidity.  Indeterminate

**Tomatoberry**—(60 Days)  A unique sweet, strawberry-shaped tomato.  Good yields of 1” tomatoes which taper to a blunt point.  Indeterminate

**Viva Italia Hybrid VFFNASSt**—(70 Days)  Hybrid paste tomato with great disease resistance. Classic, blocky pear shape.  Exceptionally high yields.  Determinate

**Window-Box Roma Hybrid VFSt**—(70 Days)  High yield of 2 oz. pear-shaped tomatoes.  Excellent flavor.  Great choice for containers, planters, and patio pots.  Determinate

**Yellow Brandywine**—(90-100 Days)  HEIRLOOM  Golden-yellow version of Brandywine, with prolific yields of flattened, semi-irregular tomatoes.  Indeterminate
**Yellow Pear**—(78 Days) Vigorous vines produce high yields of 1" yellow-skinned, pear-shaped tomatoes with few seeds. Dependable performance. Indeterminate